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P.s
Save the date 

12&13 July 2018. 

tickets on sale

this year we have a great array of fan-
tastic speakers and sessions across the 
themes, Software delivery, Business 
agility, agile teams & agile Practices, 
Product design & Product Manage-
ment and our bonus track with work-
shops and extra sessions. 
 Our warm thanks to all attending 
and speaking this year and to our fan-
tastic sponsors.  everyone attending 
the conference is welcome to join 
us at our pre-conference pasty and 
quiz night in the Performance Centre 
Wednesday evening from 7pm, and 
at our beach party on thursday eve-

Welcome to 

Agile on 
the beAch 
2017_

ning at Gyllyngvase Beach.  Shuttle buses 
from campus to the beach will run from 
6.45pm.  
 We trust you will enjoy your time at 
agile on the Beach and hope you have 
a fantastic experience.  Please speak to 
one of the team if you need any help or 
support on the day.  
Best wishes
Claire Eason-Bassett  @mackskyevents, 
Belinda Waldock  @belindawaldock,
Toby Parkins  @tobyparkins, 
Allan Kelly  @allankellynet,   
Mark Smith  @lemarksmith, 
Mike Barritt

notes
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JAmes grenning
WingmAn softWAre
 @jwgrenning
James Grenning, founder of Wingman Soft-
ware, trains, coaches and consults worldwide. 
With more than thirty years of software devel-
opment experience, both technical and man-
agerial, James brings a wealth of knowledge, 
skill, and creativity to software development 
teams and their management. as his profes-
sional roots are in embedded software, he is 
leading the way to introduce agile develop-
ment practices to that challenging world.  In 
2011 James authored and published test-driv-
en development for embedded C. this book 
is helping embedded C and C++ programmers 
around the world to improve their software, 
product quality and work-life. tddeC has been 
translated to Chinese, Korean, and Japanese.  
James was agile before it was called agile. he 
is one of the original authors of the Manifes-
to for agile Software development. he is a 
seasoned extreme programming coach and 
trainer, coaching his first XP team in 1999.  
James has made a significant contribution to 
agile teams with his invention of Planning Pok-
er.  his broad experience in design, require-
ments, management, planning, test automa-
tion, and process improvement makes him a 
well rounded resource for his clients adopting 
agile techniques.  areas of interest are soft-
ware process improvement, Object Oriented 
design, programming, embedded systems, 
project management, extreme Programming, 
test driven development, test automation and 
agile software development. James knows his 
way around Scrum, with Scrum Master and 
Product Owner certifications. 
wingman-sw.com

DiAnA lArsen
futureWorks consulting
 @dianaOfPortland
We are delighted to confirm diana Larsen will 
be joining us from Portland, Oregon, USa to 
keynote at agile on the Beach 2017. Interna-
tionally known for her brilliant work in agile 
software development, team leadership and 
agile transitions we are excited to hear diana 
share her insights in July. diana has a fantas-
tic breadth and depth of experience working 
with business leaders and their teams to create 
work environments where people flourish and 
push businesses to succeed. diana is author 
of agile Retrospectives: Making Good teams 
Great; Liftoff: Start and Sustain Successful agile 
teams; Five Rules for accelerated Learning; and 
co-originator of the agile Fluency™ model. as 
a founding partner of FutureWorks Consulting, 
she leads the practice area for agile software 
development, team leadership, and agile tran-
sitions. For more than 20 years she’s worked 
with leaders to design work systems, improve 
project performance, and support leader and 
enterprise agility. an active speaker and con-
tributor to her professional community, Ms 
Larsen has contributed as a leader with agile 
alliance, Organization design Forum, and the 
agile Open Initiative.

JAmes leWis
thoughtWorks
 @boicy
We are delighted to confirm James Lewis Prin-
ciple Consultant at thoughtworks will be our 
final keynote at the conference, closing agile 
on the Beach 2017. James Lewis is a member of 
the thoughtWorks technical advisory Board, 
the group that creates the thoughtWorks 
technology Radar, he contributes to indus-
try adoption of open source and other tools, 
techniques, platforms and languages.  For the 
last few years he has been working as a coding 
architect on projects built using microservices; 
exploring new patterns and ways of working as 
he goes. he rather likes the fact that he got to 
describe his take on things jointly with Martin 
Fowler in an article that is influencing how 
people see the future of software architecture. 
In short, he’s a bit of a loudmouth on archi-
tecture, programming, organisational design, 
lean product development and regularly speaks 
internationally on these and other topics. he's 
quite keen on hanging out with his family, play-
ing lego with his kids and painting Warhammer 
miniatures, because nerd.

DAn north
DAn north & AssociAtes
 @tastapod
dan North uses his deep technical and organi-
sational knowledge to help CIOs, business and 
software teams to deliver quickly and success-
fully. he puts people first and finds simple, 
pragmatic solutions to business and technical 
problems, often using lean and agile tech-
niques. With over twenty years of experience 
in It, dan is a frequent speaker at technolo-
gy conferences worldwide. the originator of 
Behaviour-driven development (Bdd) and 
deliberate discovery, dan has published feature 
articles in numerous software and business 
publications, and contributed to the RSpec 
Book: Behaviour driven development with 
RSpec, Cucumber, and Friends and 97 things 
every Programmer Should Know: Collective 
Wisdom from the experts. he occasionally 
blogs at dannorth.net
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keynote
sPeakers→ Diana Larsen, Open thurs 

Dan & James, Close thurs

James G, Open Friday
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JAmes grenning
WingmAn softWAre
 @jwgrenning
Refactoring's Three Critical 
Skills: to keep code young and 
flexible for a long useful life, design has to be re-
considered and revised with each new behavior 
added. Consequently, refactoring is a step in the 
tdd cycle. even with that emphasis, code can 
deteriorate into the incomprehensible. Just saying 
refactor, does not cause it to happen. It takes skill 
to identify code and design problems; it takes 
skill to envision improvements; and it takes skill 
to transform code while keeping it working the 
whole time. In this talk we'll explore the three 
essential skills to keeping code young.

chris olDWooD 
freelAnce ProgrAmmer
 @chrisoldwood
Chris is a freelance programmer 
who started out as a bedroom 
coder in the 80’s writing assembler on 8-bit mi-
cros; these days it’s enterprise grade technology 
in plush corporate offices. he also commentates 
on the Godmanchester duck race.
A Test of Strength: When it comes to writing 
tests we often live in the here-and-now and 
consequently end up producing "write-only" 
tests. this session looks at what we need to 
consider if we want to create sustainable tests 
that our future selves and team-mates will find 
valuable instead of just another burden. 

crAig girVAn
heADforWArDs
 @headforwards
Scrum Master, agile thinker 
& director of headforwards – 
Craig’s passion and experience of agile soft-
ware development is immense. Starting out 
as a Java and then .Net developer for Logica 
and progressing on to tesco.com as a devel-
opment team Lead, Craig worked on the initial 
version of tesco direct followed by a re-write 

of tesco Groceries Online. during this time, 
Craig was instrumental in the adoption of 
Scrum within the development teams whilst 
also helping the overall organisation embrace 
the benefits of agile.  after returning home to 
Cornwall, Craig and co-founder toby Parkins 
set up headforwards – an outsource software 
development company. Craig’s understanding 
and experience of agile methodologies under-
pins the operational success of headforwards 
as an organisation as well as contributing the 
foundation of agile practices within. Most re-
cently Craig supported a team in their success-
ful implementation of a continuous delivery 
pipeline for a long-term, cloud-based project 
for Japanese telecoms giant Ntt Communica-
tions. this allows multiple releases a day to a 
zero-downtime, multi-region, high-availability 
production environment.
From Once a Month to 15 Times a Day: this is a 
case study of Continuous delivery adoption over 
a 12month period, resulting in up to 12 releases 
per day, across 6 global regions with 100% up 
time. this talk will be useful for developers, team 
leaders, and business decision makers.

Phil nAsh
JetbrAins /  @phil_nash
Phil is a developer advocate 
for Swift, Objective-C and C++ 
tools at JetBrains. Prior to that 
he worked in as diverse fields as: finance, agile 
coaching and iOS development. a long time C++ 
developer he also has his feet in C#, F#, Objective- 
C and Swift - as well as dabbling in other languages. 
he is the author of several open source projects - 
most notably Catch: a C++-native test framework.
Test Driving Swift To The Max - with or 
without the tests!: Swift is the new systems 
language from apple - aimed at iOS and Mac 
development. tdd has not been as central to 
these ecosystems as its has to some others - 
but it is still very much alive! We'll look at why 
that might be, what challenges there are, and 
ways to mitigate - or eliminate - them. We'll 
also look at what tools can help - and how Swift 
itself brings some new tricks to the table that 
can allow us to rethink the traditional process 
of tdd - and question whether we even need 
the tests at all!

JAn molAk
inDePenDent
 @JanMolak
Jan Molak is a trainer, consultant 
and a full-stack developer who 
spent last 12 years building and shipping soft-
ware ranging from best-selling, award-winning 
aaa video games through high-traffic websites 
and web apps to search engines, complex event 
processing and financial systems. Jan’s main fo-
cus is on helping organisations deliver valuable, 
high- quality software frequently and reliably 
through implementing effective engineering 
practices. a prolific contributor to the open-
source community, Jan is the author of Seren-
ity/JS and the Jenkins Build Monitor, helping 
thousands of companies worldwide keep their 
builds green and the delivery process smooth.
Testing modern web apps. At scale: a talk in-
troducing Serenity/JS, a typeScript implemen-
tation of the popular Serenity Bdd library, fo-
cused on helping JavaScript projects implement 
acceptance tests that are cheap to maintain and 
easy to scale. We'll also look at the Screenplay 
Pattern, an approach to test scenario design 
that's alternative to using Page Objects.

rAlucA morAriu
PADDYPoWerbetfAir
 @schumitza
I’ve been in the software indus-
try for 10 years now. Started as 
a developer back in 2006 and for the last three 
and a half years have been working as a tester. 
as of recent times I am a delivery Manager with 
PaddyPowerBetfair and I am an evangelist of 
continuous delivery and automation, having 
developed an in house framework to facilitate 
the development of automated tests and inte-
grating them into continuous delivery.
Automation, the good, the bad and the ugly: 
When I first heard of automation(in the context 
of continuous delivery) I though it is the holy grail 
of testing that will save me time and make testing 
better. although the previous two statements 
are true, what I have learned over the last three 
and a half years is that it can be both good and 
bad, and sometimes ugly. I will show you what 
I have learned through doing it everyday(and 
sometimes in my sleep), what mistakes I’ve made 

and also what success looks like. Key points - 
automation will challenge you like no other but 
it will be fun and rewarding to overcome those 
challenges - automation done badly can do more 
harm then good - how to start automation on a 
project and where does that lead you.

keVlin henneY
OWNER, CURBRALAN

 @Kevlinhenney
Kevlin is an independent consul-
tant, speaker, writer and trainer. 
his development interests are in patterns, pro-
gramming, practice and process. he has been a 
columnist for a number of magazines and sites 
and has been on far too many committees (it 
has been said that "a committee is a cul-de-sac 
down which ideas are lured and then quietly 
strangled"). he is co-author of a Pattern Lan-
guage for distributed Computing and On Pat-
terns and Pattern Languages, two volumes in the 
Pattern-Oriented Software architecture series. 
he is also editor of 97 things every Programmer 
Should Know. he lives in Bristol and online.
Get Kata: Coding katas are a way that program-
mers can kick the tires of their programming 
languages, paradigms and practices. Conven-
tionally anchored in a tdd cycle, katas are typ-
ically simple problems that give programmers 
the opportunity to exercise deliberate prac-
tice and explore different approaches, wheth-
er programming style, pair programming or 
test-first programming. But the simplicity can 
be deceptive, with many programmers tiring 
of these katas too soon, missing out on some 
of the more mind-bending and paradigm-ex-
panding opportunities on offer. this session will 
pick on a handful of katas and dig deeper into 
tdd, lambdas, language(s), (dys)functional 
programming and alcubierre drive.

PhiliP WinDer
WinDer reseArch AnD 
DeVeloPment
 @drPhilWinder
Phil Winder is a multi-disci-
plinary freelance architect working towards 
the research and development of cutting-edge 
technology. Most recently he has been develop-
ing cloud-based full-stack microservice systems 
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for a range of clients but has a significant past 
in machine learning and electronics. his compa-
ny, WinderResearch.com, is collaborating with 
Container Solutions, a container consultancy, 
to provide R&d services in the container space. 
Phil has Ph.d. and Masters degrees from the 
University of hull, UK in electronics, with a focus 
on embedded signal processing.
Secure my Socks: Exploring Microservice 
Security in an Open Source Sock Shop: Mi-
croservices are often lamented as "providing 
enough rope to hang yourself", which gives the 
impression that microservices are inherently 
insecure. But if we do microservices right, we 
can improve security with a range of measures 
all designed to prevent further intrusion and 
disruption. In this talk, you will discover a ref-
erence microservices architecture - the sock 
shop - which we will abuse in order to investi-
gate microservice security on the Kubernetes 
orchestrator and Weave Net, a software-de-
fined networking product from Weaveworks. 
despite covering a range of topics, it will focus 
on the demonstration of two key areas: net-
work policy and secure containers. this talk 
is intended for a technical audience such as 
engineers, developers and architects, but will 
be of interest to anyone who has a stake in 
application and information security. You will 
leave this talk with not only an understanding 
of some aspects of microservice security but 
also the knowledge of how to implement these 
findings. Furthermore, you will be able to test 
and demonstrate these ideas yourself through 
the use of a reference microservices application 
on an orchestrator of your choice. 

sAllY goble
guArDiAn /  @sallygoble
Sally Goble is head of quality at 
the Guardian. For six years she 
has worked in the digital devel-
opment team, witnessing many changes in the 
way online news is delivered to readers. She is 
at the forefront of changing the way the team 
thinks about testing and quality in the context 
of continuous delivery. an avid swimmer, Sally 
is one of fewer than 500 women to have swum 
the english Channel solo.
Perfect software: the enemy of rapid delivery?:
this talk is a plea to software delivery teams 
that the best way to ship quickly and move to-
wards continuous delivery is to embrace imper-
fection and experimentation. to learn to let go!

stePhen smith
AlWAYs Agile consulting
 @agileSteveSmith
Steve Smith is a Continuous de-
livery consultant at always agile 
Consulting Ltd. Steve has been helping organi-
sations adopt Continuous delivery since 2007, 
and has overseen large-scale transformation 
programmes for up to 60 teams at a time. Steve 
is the author of "Measuring Continuous deliv-
ery", a co- author of "Build Quality In", and a 
co-organiser of the annual PIPeLINe conference. 
Measuring Continuous Delivery — Continuous 
delivery is hard. the breadth and depth of rec-
ommended technology and organisational im-
provements, the smorgasbord of available tools, 
and the specific circumstances and constraints of 
your organisation create a huge challenge. difficult 
decisions must be made, every single day. We can 
reduce uncertainty and make better decisions by 
measuring the stability and speed of the release 
process, the build process, and the codebase. these 
indicators of Continuous delivery provide quan-
titative data on the impact of your changes, and 
pinpoint where the conversations need to happen 
so you can learn what’s working and what isn’t. 
In this talk, Steve Smith will show how measuring 
stability and speed can power a successful adoption 
of Continuous delivery in an organisation of any 
size. this is a deep dive into the latest thinking on 
Continuous delivery, backed up by long-term case 
studies in private and public sector organisations.

Phil PArker 
equAl exPerts
@parker0phil
Phil Parker is a partner with 
equal experts, a role which af-
fords him a huge amount of variety in his day-to-
day work. he enjoys advising on organisational 
leadership, product/process assessment and 
reviews, running new project inceptions and 
getting directly involved with product delivery 
(even coding - if his team allows it!).
Organising for Continuous Delivery: Your team is 
hot on Continuous Integration, you’ve embraced 
devOps (people, team, mindset?!) and have a 
great deployment Pipeline - but still feel you are 
limited in the value you can deliver - what next? In 
this talk you will share our experience of helping 
big organisations - with multi-product landscapes 
and lots of “heritage” software - optimise their 
continuous delivery journey. how you organise 
the people (teams, responsibilities and bound-
aries) and when these things should change, are 
some of the most important decisions you will 
make for managing the flow of value through 
your organisation. If you are involved with soft-
ware delivery and think maybe, just maybe, your 
organisation is not achieving value flow quite as 
well as it could - then this talk is for you.

lYssA-fee crumP
heADforWArDs
@LyssaCrump
Lyssa started her agile journey 
around 5 years ago and hasn't 
looked back since! She is Marketing Manager at 
headforwards, an outsource software develop-
ment company. She is also an NLP Master Prac-
titioner, a SteM ambassador, a Young enterprise 
Ba, and a committee member at Software Corn-
wall. Wearing all those hats needs some serious 
agile project management!
Kraken Agile Marketing: this talk is about 
my personal journey of agile adoption. having 

spent many years working in marketing and busi-
ness development, I was use to spinning plates and 
wearing many hats! however this can get stressful 
and a bit overwhelming. how do you prioritise 
when everything is high priority? this all changed 
when I was introduced to agile, and not to sound 
over dramatic - it changed my life! In my talk I will 
share some of my agile stories including some 
mistakes along with the wins! hopefully you will be 
inspired by my journey and walk away with some 
ideas of how to crack agile marketing! however, 
being a Cornish girl with a love of cephalopods, my 
presentation will have a slightly unusual theme!

clAire 
eAson-bAssett 
mAckerel skY eVents
 @ClaireeB103 
as executive Producer at Macker-
el Sky events, Claire has developed and delivered 
hundreds of events. Most notably, she has been 
the event Lead for agile on the Beach (Best agile 
event 2016) since its inception. She also holds a 
BSc in Mathematics, specialising in decision the-
ory, and an MBa. Claire and her team have been 
implementing agile in the business for the last 6 
years, exploring how it works for a non-software 
business with highly flexible and changing teams.
Agile Decision Theory: We make decisions every 
second of every day - personal, professional, risky, 
simple, in design, in delivery.... this session uses the 
world of event management to consider and ex-
plore how we make agile decisions. What influences 
our decision making, particularly in pressurised 
contexts? and how can we use agile approaches to 
hone this skill for ourselves and our teams?

DiAnA lArsen
futureWorks 
consulting llc
 @dianaOfPortland
For ages humans have watched 
birds and butterflies soaring and have wanted 
to fly. We stayed earthbound until we learned 
about the effects of gravity and how to over-
come them. Now we defy gravity with a rocket 
launch or liftoff. Rockets generate energy at 
the start of flight. teams also need an initial 
boost—a liftoff—to override the inertia pre-
sented by the essential missing rocket fuel: 

buSineSS 
agility

SponSoRed by Agile business consortium



its agile journey 9 years ago and has learnt many 
lessons along the way about how to estimate ef-
fectively and how to use the estimates to ensure 
projects are delivered on time. Bluefruit have also 
been through many iterations of agile contracts 
including fixed-price-fixed-scope, fixed-price-per-
point and time-and-materials. In his talk, Paul 
will share his experiences about how contracts 
can help delivering projects on budget, and how 
contracts can hinder delivery projects on budget.

JoWAnnA 
conboYe & 
tom moore
stePhens 
scoWn llP
 @StephensScown
Jowanna is a solicitor in the Intellectual Proper-
ty & It team at Stephens Scown LLP. She has 
worked on exciting agile projects, most recently 
the creation of terms and conditions for a na-
tional software development company. this 
client commented that getting “proper legal 
terms” has added real value to their business 
and helps their customers better understand 
the agile process. In her day job, Jowanna pro-
vides expert advice on IP and It matters, helping 
clients exploit their IP as well as drafting and 
negotiating IP and It contracts. She special-
ises in giving advice on commercial contracts, 
terms and conditions, data protection and 
e-commerce. Jowanna also assists clients at all 
stages of litigation, bringing and defending IP 
infringement cases and negotiating settlements 
on related issues. Jowanna qualified as a dispute 
resolution lawyer and has a strong litigation 
background. In her spare time, Jowanna is a keen 
hiker and cold water swimmer. She hopes the 
Cornish sea will be warmer in July!
Agile Contracts for an Agile World: how can 
you properly reflect agile delivery when the 
law has clung to the waterfall method for so 
long? traditional terms and conditions are no 
longer fit for an agile world. this session covers 
the issues faced by agile businesses in their 
legal contracts with customers, including tips 
to prevent disputes with customers and how 
you can make sure your terms and conditions 
work best for your business.

mYriAm hAmeD torres
Agile business 
consortium
 @M0N4K0
Myriam is currently Software de-
velopment Manager at thomson Reuters and has 
a wealth of experience as agile Project Manager 
in various industries. She is extremely passionate 
about delivering successful results as well as coach-
ing teams to help improve the way they work. Myri-
am is a dSdM advanced Practitioner and Certified 
ScrumMaster supporting many agile communities.
Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns - A 
story of team sizes: Quite frequently project 
teams are asked by Management and/or Proj-
ect Boards to increase the size of the team to 
either bring timelines forward, or as a means 
to deliver all scope in tight deadlines. In this 
presentation Myriam will be covering how well 
known economic Laws and theories demon-
strate the dangers of this practice, and how 
agile approaches these risks and the consid-
erations that need to be taken into account 
before increasing the size of the team.

PAul mAsseY
bluefruit softWAre
 @PaulGMassey 
Paul has been programming 
commercially since his teenage 
years, and is the leader at the top of the Blue-
fruit tree. he held various roles within the soft-
ware industry before starting his own business 
in 2000 – absolute Software Ltd. this small 
embedded software development company 
enjoyed 50% growth year on year, thanks to 
Paul’s ‘Quality First’ vision and innovative use 
of agile methodologies. In 2014, the company 
underwent a complete rebrand, changing its 
trading name to Bluefruit Software, and cele-
brated its £1mil turnover milestone! Because of 
his experience in business, and his passion for 
growing the local economy, Paul is also chair 
of the Cornwall employment Skills board, and 
a board member of the Cornwall and Isles of 
Scilly Local enterprise Partnership.
Estimates and Contracts: Paul has spent 17 years 
running an embedded software outsourcing busi-
ness, Bluefruit, that has relied on meaningful es-
timates and effective contracts. Bluefruit started 

common purpose, clear communication chan-
nels, defined working relationships, and more. 
a liftoff creates the positive force that moves 
a team toward successful delivery time after 
time. everyone associated with the product 
vision comes together. an effective liftoff 
achieves alignment—a shared understanding 
about the work and why it matters. Most im-
portantly, an effective liftoff positions your 
team on the trajectory to success. In this 
keynote, diana Larsen, co-author of Liftoff: 
Start and Sustain Successful agile teams, will 
help you find the energy and momentum for 
providing the booster rockets for your teams.

lYnDA girVAn  
& DebrA PAul
bcs & AssistkD
 @LynGirvan 

 @akddeb 
Lynda Girvan is a Principal Consultant and trainer 
for assist Knowledge development. Lynda has 
over 25 years’ experience in business analysis, 
agile development, agile coaching and transfor-
mational change programmes across both public 
and private sectors. Lynda developed and leads 
the agile business analysis training portfolio for 
assistKd and was a key member in the creation 
and development of the advanced diploma in 
Business analysis. Lynda is a co-author of the 
BCS publication, 'agile and Business analysis' 
and also 'developing Information Systems' and 
has spoken at european and International con-
ferences on agile and business analysis. Lynda is 
a member of the BCS.
debra Paul is the Managing director of assist 
Knowledge development, a professional devel-
opment and consultancy company specialising in 
business analysis. debra jointly edited and wrote 
the best-selling publication, Business analysis 
and is also the co-author of Business analysis 
techniques, the human touch, and agile and 
Business analysis. debra is a regular speaker at 
business seminars and industry events, and is 
a founder member of the Ba Manager Forum, 
a networking organisation for senior Bas and 
Ba managers. She was also the chief architect 
for the advanced diploma in Business analysis.
Agile analysis: doing the right things to enable 
value creation: the ability to analyse business 

needs is an essential skill if we are to ensure 
that organisations focus their resources and 
investment funds on solving the root causes 
of problems. however, analysis skills are often 
overlooked or considered unnecessary when 
applying agile approaches. this talk discusses 
the importance of business analysis, when and 
by whom it should be done, and key analysis 
techniques that will ensure backlogs contain 
work items that will offer value to the business.

AllAn kellY 
softWAre strAtegY
 @allankellynet
allan makes digital development 
teams more effective and im-
proves delivery with continuous agile approaches 
to reduce delay and risk while increasing value 
delivered. he helps teams and smaller companies 
- including start-ups and scale-ups - with advice, 
coaching and training. he specialises in product and 
engineering companies. Managers, product and 
technical staff are all involved in his improvements. 
allan is the originator of Retrospective dialogue 
Sheets and value Poker, the author of four books, 
including "Xanpan - team centric agile Software 
development" and "Business Patterns for Software 
developers" and more recently "Continuous dig-
ital: an agile alternative to project". On twitter he 
is @allankellynet.
Planning for value Agile or waterfall?: Which 
feature first? Which feature do we do next? 
answering these questions becomes a lot easier 
if we consider value rather than cost. after all, 
there is always someone, somewhere, who will 
offer to do it for less - but will they deliver the 
same value? Once you get onto the value side of 
the equation deadlines become elastic. Cost-of-
delay shows how different delivery dates result 
in different returns. Postponing high value work 
and building something less valuable first can 
actually increase total value. In this presentation 
we'll take a quick swing through cost-of-de-
lay, introduce time-value profiles, show how 
applying "best before" and "use by" dates to 
your backlog items can help you maximise the 
value delivered and of course estimate value. 
Finally, we'll turn to end-dates, and why how 
value estimates rather than effort estimations 
can help determine completion dates.
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AnnA obukhoVA
scrumtrek
anna Obukhova is an agile 
Coach working with agile 
methodologies since 2004 as a 
Scrum Master, agile Coach, Project/Programme 
Manager and recently as agile Portfolio delivery 
Manager for a large investment bank in London. 
anna is mainly interested in distributed and 
dispersed projects and effectiveness of team 
communication in such conditions. her passion 
is to collect and share best industry and com-
pany practices in agile management. She helps 
agile teams and programmes to improve their 
processes and implement the transition from 
Waterfall to agile in corporate environments 
(her clients are major banks and very large 
companies from other industries). She uses her 
educations in Biology, Psychology and Coaching 
to connect working tips and recommendations 
with the natural processes that happen in our 

bodies (especially in the brain). She believes it 
can explain a lot and she`s very excited how 
naturally agile works. For more than 10 years 
anna is interested in burn-out and productivity 
topics and is currently
Fragile Agile: Coaching a tired team: virtually all 
agile coaching techniques assume that people 
and teams are in normal physical and mental 
conditions. and even in such cases introducing 
the change is difficult and people tend to be 
resistant to change innovations. and what hap-
pens if the team you plan to coach or manage is 
tired, exhausted or even burned-out? Yes, this 
might happen because of an ineffective process 
and you expect that your suggestions will help, 
but in this state people are not able to hear and 
follow new ideas. General agile coaching and 
facilitation techniques will not work on the tired 
team or even make things worse. there is a need 
develop a special set of actions, tailored to work 
with exhausted people. this includes approaches 
to project management and people motivation, 
choosing facilitation techniques that accommo-
date the level of team overwork. In this talk I 
will describe what changes when the team is 
tired, how to estimate the stage of exhaustion. 
We will discuss what needs to be modified in 
the coaching and facilitation techniques and in 
the agile process that you as a coach or a scrum 
master can help your worn out team to transition 
into a better process and produce steady results.

elAine sulliVAn
skYbrook consultAnts
 @skybrookUK 
elaine Sullivan started her career 
within the It industry having 
caught the It bug at 9 years of age. By 24 she 
was the Network Manager for Compaq UK and 
headed up Compaq’s european Network Man-
agers group and continue to work within It and 
technology throughout her career working with 
companies such as IBM, Siemens, Fujitsu, aviva, 
vodafone and O2 and, having trained under 
Jeff Sutherland, been an early adopter of agile. 
Founding her company Skybrook Consultants, 
she now uses this experience to bring training, 
coaching and mentoring to the personnel of 
small and large businesses alike. her approach 
of bringing energy and drive to those she works 

teaMs

with, is designed to help companies make the 
‘human investment’, to engage and enable staff, 
help others become great leaders and to build 
a workplace culture of mutual respect, collab-
oration and internal motivation.
Agile vs agility, making Agile work for you (notes 
from the trenches): dOING agile and BeING agile 
are not always the same; adoption of the agile 
techniques needs to encompass far more than 
just the ceremonies and procedures as its the 
behaviours of the team that makes the difference. 
taken from real life experiences across environ-
ments as diverse as the Public Sector, Insurance, 
Publishing, and Car Leasing, this presentation 
shows how, ultimately, it has been the agility and 
dedication of the team members themselves that 
has been the lynch-pin for success.

belinDA WAlDock
softWAre cornWAll
 @swcornwall
Belinda is co-founder and co-di-
rector of Software Cornwall, a 
not for profit community and business that is 
connecting, promoting and developing the tech 
sector in Cornwall. Find out more at www.soft-
warecornwall.org
Tide Driven Development: have you ever won-
dered what it's like to work and live agile on the 
Beach every day, and how you could be a part of 
it? Cornwall’s tech sector is causing waves with its 
thriving and connected tech community!  Ranked 
the 3rd fastest growing cluster in the UK for jobs 
growth this year (techNation 2017) the county 
continues its surge of growth and development. 
Want to know what we are doing to cause this 
growth? then don’t miss this session.  Join Be-
linda and the Software Cornwall team to find 
out what's been happening in the Cornish tech 
community this year.

John clAPhAm 
cotelic 

 @JohnC_Bristol
John Clapham is an independent 
coach, trainer and consultant. he 
specialises in devOps and agile, helping teams 
to build great products, and organisations to be-
come more effective, productive and enjoyable to 
work in. his broad experience in software devel-

opment ranges from start- up to enterprise scale, 
formed in the publishing, telecommunications, 
commerce, defense and public sector arenas.
Team Design For Continuous Delivery: It ap-
pears we have the formula for great engineering 
teams nailed; cross functional, t-shaped, pizza 
sized and manifesto enabled. teams live in ten-
sion between their own output and contribution 
to the wider organisation, is spinning up a team 
in a continuous delivery environment any dif-
ferent? the objective of this talk is to explore 
what you can do (regardless of your role) to 
improve your team and assist it’s continuous 
delivery capability. We consider design factors 
for teams, starting with what, if anything, is 
different about a continuous delivery team. We 
then look at common factors underpinning high 
performing teams, including environment, en-
gagement and psychological safety.

ilAn kirschenbAum
PrActicAl Agile
 @kirschi 
Since he owned a Sinclair ZX81 
Ilan knew he wants to be a 
programmer. Which he did with great enthu-
siasm. Until one day he found that the small 
company he was working for turned into a big, 
process-rich, document- hungry mammoth. 
Programming and software projects were not 
so much fun anymore. then he found agile (or 
rather agile found him where he worked). the 
concept reminded him how much fun software 
development can be. today Ilan loves helping 
hi-tech professionals fall in love with their work-
place, so they can help their customers love the 
products that they make. 
Seven dangerous things you should let your 
teams do: Back in 2007 Gever tulley wrote a 
book (and ted talk) on 50 dangerous things 
you should let your kids do. Stuff like drive a 
car, or operate machines, etc. a "do try this 
at home" kind of thing. that got me thinking 
on: What should leaders let their teams do? In 
this talk we'll review some possible examples, 
and discuss what are the conditions that should 
exist in order to make this safe-to-fail. We'll 
then walk-through designing an experiment 
for one dangerous thing you can safely take 
away and try in your own team - if you dare!

DAVe longmAn
heADforWArDs
 @dlongman
dave Longman is a Software 
developer turned Product Own-
er and Scrum Master with 7 years experience 
building distributed agile teams. he currently 
works for headforwards leading agile teams 
split between Cornwall and Kent. Previously 
he worked for IdBS in Surrey building agile 
teams split between UK locations and the US.
Predicting the future without planning: When 
will we be done? are we on-track/on-budget? 
these are a couple of the questions I have been 
asked by my stakeholders when working with 
agile teams. how do you answer these ques-
tions without slipping into a world where the 
entire backlog is defined and estimated at the 
start? In this session I will discuss some ap-
proaches I have used to successfully provide 
responses to questions like these without de-
fining everything up front.



DAViD eVAns 
neuri consulting llP
 @davidevans66 
david evans is an experienced 
agile consultant, coach and 
trainer with over 25 years of It experience. a 
thought-leader in the field of agile quality, he 
has provided training and consultancy for clients 
worldwide. an in-demand speaker at events and 
conferences across europe, david was voted Best 
Keynote Speaker at agile testing days 2013. he 
is co-author of the best-selling books “50 Quick 
Ideas to Improve your User Stories” and “50 Quick 
Ideas to improve Your tests”, was a contributor 
to the book “More agile testing”, and has also 
had several papers published in international It 
journals. he currently lives and works in the UK, 
where he is a partner in Neuri Consulting LLP.
Telling Better Stories: User Stories are one of 
those things that are enormously useful when 
described well, and painful when done badly. In 
my experience of working with a large number 
of teams, I've seen far more bad stories than 
good ones. this presentation is intended to 
give you several ideas to help you improve the 
way you express Stories. I will talk about the 
problems arising from slavish and unimaginative 
adherence to the common "as a..., I Want..., 
So that..." template. I will examine the deeper 
structure and elements of stories and how they 
evolve as ideas. I will also offer tips for using 
alternative styles of expressing these elements.

iAn Ames 
& kim 
o'flAhertY
hm lAnD 
registrY
 @Ianames 
Scrum Masters at Land Registry in Plymouth. 
Ian and Kim both have experience of managing 
Software and hardware projects using a variety 
of agile methodologies.
Thats not my agile!: themed on the popu-

Practices

lar 'thats not my...' children's 
books. this talk describes real 
world pitfalls and successes 
of agile projects in the public 
sector.

christoPher hunt 
controlleD frenzY
 @thisisthechris 
Chris hunt is a creative technologist and builder 
of rather cool things, including apps, analytics, 
connected devices and digital artworks. he is Man-
aging director of Controlled Frenzy - a creative 
prototyping, software development and research 
consultancy. Controlled Frenzy works with clients 
to develop engaging audience-focused technology 
prototypes, products and installations to explore 
their data and ideas so they can grow and adapt to 
new ways of working, communicating and doing 
business.
Loving Grace Part One: An Agile Retrospec-
tive: Loving Grace Part One is an interactive art 
installation initially developed for FutureSync 
in June 2017. It explores how artificial intelli-
gences interpret, understand and interact with 
human behaviour by creating a simulacra of the 
audience as they arrive. the simulacra then go 
on to invade the rest of the event by infecting 
other exhibits, taking over social media feeds 
and reacting to the mood of the day. this talk 
will focus on the agile processes and methodol-
ogies used to create the work, and reflects on 
their effectiveness. It will discuss interdisciplin-
ary influences on technology, art and design, 
and It will go into detail of each 
of the project’s technological 
elements and human stories - 
giving the audience an insight 
into delivering a complex data 
driven artwork.

belinDA WAlDock 
being Agile 

 @belindawaldock
Belinda Waldock is an agile Business Coach, 
author of Being agile in Business, and Comput-
er Science graduate. Belinda works with busi-
nesses, leaders and teams to grow and develop 
through agile working.  her book Being agile 
in Business has been internationally published 
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, shortlisted as the CMI management book of 
the year and translated into Chinese. Belinda 
works with private and public sector teams and 
businesses supporting growth and improve-
ment specialising in whole business agility from 
a teams and business perspective.  her ‘Being 
agile’ approach has been adopted by a broad 
range of high growth businesses across many 
business sectors from tech to fashion, and man-
ufacturing to marketing.
Retrospective Sailing: an agile reflection game a 
hands on workshop facilitating a practical retro-
spective game. Retrospective Sailing is a game 
you can play as an individual in any role, as part 
of a development team, or, with clients and cus-
tomers to help understand how your journey is 
fairing. this game will give you a new and fun 
way to run a retrospective to help to gain your 
bearings, identify what’s putting the wind in your 
sails, the anchors holding you back, and discover 
hidden treasure. then you’ll plot your course and 
map a way forward that raises those anchors and 
catches the tide and a fair wind. attendees will be 
introduced to the game and try it out themselves. 
they'll be case examples and tips for facilitating 
the game too. Join us for some constructive fun, 
practical outcomes, and a useful tool to take back 
to the office.

Jon terrY
leAnkit 

 @leankitjon
Jon terry is co-CeO and 
co-founder of LeanKit. Before 
LeanKit, Jon held a number of senior It posi-
tions with hospital-giant hCa and its logistics 
subsidiary, healthtrust Purchasing Group. he was 
among those responsible for launching hCa’s 
adoption of Lean/agile methods. Jon earned his 
Global executive MBa from Georgetown Univer-
sity and eSade Business School in Barcelona, 
Spain, and his Masters Certificate in Project Man-
agement from George Washington University. he 
is a Project Management Professional, a Certified 
Scrum Master, a Kanban Coaching Professional, 
is certified in the Lean Construction Institute’s 
Last Planner Method, and trained in the SaFe 
Lean Systems engineering method. 
From Chaos to Confidence: How LeanKit re-
gained predictable delivery after rapid growth: 

pRoduct 
ManageMent

as a company, LeanKit have believed in Lean, 
Kanban, agile, devOps since our founding. 
We've alway talked about how important 
these ideas are - in the community and inside 
our company. But that doesn't mean that doing 
those things in practice has been easy. We're a 
very fast growing startup in a very competitive 
market space. We've tripled in size in less than 
a year and nearly came apart at the seams at 
times. In fact, in the fall of 2015, our technology 
team were having a very hard team. We were 
out of sync with our sales & marketing partners 
and facing a lot of internal conflict. But we came 
together as a team and worked hard to imple-
ment a well coordinated system of values, team 
structure, cadences, automation, and standard 
practices. We're now in a much better place as a 
team and generating much better results for our 
company. there are no one-size-fits-all answers 
for companies. I can't promise that if you copy 
LeanKit you'll succeed. But we do think we have 
some interesting lessons learned to share and 
that you just might be able to pick up some 
ideas that you can take back to your company.

monikA turskA
ProDuct skills limiteD
@_monikaturska
Senior Product Manager experi-
enced in leading and managing 
the growth of online two-sided 
marketplace platforms, high-traffic websites and 
software tools from various stages of maturity. 
accomplished Product Leader believing in a 
cross-functional, collaborative, customer-cen-
tric and quality-oriented product team is at the 
core of product success stories. I encourage 
experimentation via hypothesis formulation and 
a mindset of curiosity in order to discover better 
ways of delivering and positioning great prod-
ucts. I also believe in the value of inspiration and 
knowledge sharing, both inside an organisation 
and with professional communities, therefore 



co-organising, participating and speaking at 
conferences and delivering workshops in areas 
related to agile, Lean and Product Management 
is an important part of my professional life.
Pursuing the Product/Market/Organisation 
fit: how can we achieve the Product/Market fit 
in the constantly changing market conditions? 
Why some organisations offer more successful 
products than others? I believe that the long-
term success of a product is dependent on a 
passionate and empowered product team. this 
session will share the lessons learned from vari-
ous organisations in failing and succeeding in the 
pursuit of the Product/Marker/Organisation fit, 
from the corporate world to a start-up company. 

JAmes routleDge
 @SoiSat
James currently works along-
side innovation consultancies 
across europe assisting them 
with innovation programmes along with teach-
ing lean product and service delivery bringing 
ideas to market in six weeks or less. Recently 
he built the MBa equivalent innovation pro-
gramme for hyper Island which launches in 
2017. It already has registered attendees from 
apple, Google and disney. When not working 
with corporates on innovation, James works 
inside the world’s top accelerators, Microsoft 
ventures and Ignite. 70% of his time is spent 
with their companies and cohorts, helping 
them scale GotoMarket and Products/Ser-
vices. the other 30% is spent speaking at and 
working for the companies in San Francisco 
identifying their most effective approaches 
and lean innovations, which he brings across 
to unlock in his european clients. James’ most 
recent public keynote was for Mind the Prod-
uct, the world’s largest product community on 
Pricing Strategies and Behavioural economics.
Becoming Customer Focused (Workshop) - 
Learning to Listen an intense 45-minute work-
shop covering the basics of customer develop-
ment as taught in London's accelerators. You'll 
learn how to interview, build questions and adopt 
your customers' language; 20 minutes for tuition 
and then 25 minutes of games and building an 
interview you can take away to use once you're 
back in the office. You can use these internally 

and externally to get insight out of 90 seconds, 
stakeholder, customer or annoying boss.

AnnA mieDziAnoWskA 
ocADo
 @ankamiedzianka
I’m anna Miedzianowska (for 
english speakers pronounced: 
Mid-Ja-Noff-Ska).  I am a product professional 
with 14 years of experience in software de-
velopment and product management across 
different countries - Poland, Ireland and the 
UK. I am a strong advocate of the user-centric 
approach and customer dialogue. I believe that 
providing a strong product vision, encouraging 
collaboration and motivating teams are the key 
successful products.
What is good like — this is a case study based 
on my work at Ocado technology. these are 
true stories about - including dev teams in 
user research, - keeping user personas alive, 
- working on a team dynamic, - portfolio man-
agement, - learning from experience.

rAlf JefferY 
equAl exPerts 

 @equalexperts
Ralf Jeffery is currently a Senior 
Consultant Business analyst at 
equal experts, an award-wining agile consultancy, 
specialising in simple software solutions for big 
business challenges. With over 20 years experi-
ence delivering enhanced digital user experiences 
for organisations such as O2, visa, World Pay, 
Coutts and argos, Ralf is passionate about de-
vising new solutions to drastically improve user 
experience (UX) and ultimately deliver business 
value. Ralf is a certified scrum master and ISeB 
practitioner. With a background in digital agen-
cies and consultancies, as well as being a company 
owner himself, Ralf understands the perspec-
tives of key stakeholders groups - winning their 
confidence through delivering advanced digital 
vision and technical solutions to drive additional 
revenue streams. he is operationally and com-
mercially astute with high levels of business acu-
ity and really enjoys building strong teams and 
delivering successful solutions. 
Building an MVP sounds simple, so why do so 
many organisations struggle and what are the 
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common factors of excellent MVP design? 
the goal of an MvP is to build just enough 
of something to quantifiably test a business 
assumption or hypothesis. traditionally, busi-
nesses approach new product development 
by spending substantial time and money re-
searching, developing and building the final 
product. even more time and effort is then 
spent marketing it to their target market. It’s 
go big or go home! Lean Startup principles ad-
vocate a different approach; build the simplest 
version of the product or service that you can 
and get in front of your target market group 
as fast as possible. Watch them use it. Listen 
to their feedback. then improve or change. 
Most organisations when confronted with this 
approach understand the logic and benefits 
of an MvP. Why then, do so many struggle to 
execute successfully? this talk discusses the 
principles of MvPs and the diverse ways in 
which they can be executed, illustrating with 
success stories. It discusses the common bar-
riers encountered within organisations when 
creating an MvP, and highlights how they can 
be overcome from the perspective of each 
key stakeholder group. Finally, drawing upon 
personal experience of working on agile proj-
ects within financial services, ecommerce and 
telecoms organisations, both large and small, 
discussion is made as to what factors are nec-
essary for excellent MvP design.

Wozlem Yuce
agile@heart
 @OzzieYuce 
Ozlem is a passionate, highly 
skilled and knowledgeable prod-
uct development consultant who leverages mod-
ern management principles, practices and meth-
ods. She has over 14 years experience working in 
product management and software development, 
working with senior executives, stakeholders 
and teams. By influencing the way people think 
and act in the complex environment of product 
development, she enables organisations to in-
novate faster. Ozlem has a proven track record 
of helping teams quickly deliver value while also 
improving quality, making lasting and measurable 
improvements in the way they work. She regularly 
speaks at international conferences and recently 

co-authored an Ieee paper on the use of Cost of 
delay as a prioritisation framework at a Fortune 
500 company. the paper and her work at Maersk 
was referenced in the best-selling book in the eric 
Ries Signature Series: “Lean enterprise – how high 
Performance Organisations Innovate at Scale”.
Value and Urgency: The Power of Quantifying 
Cost of Delay — Most organisations don't suf-
fer from a lack of innovative ideas, they suffer 
from not being able to quickly pick the best 
of what turns out to be a bad bunch. thanks 
to the consumerization of It and software 
eating the world this is getting worse. Inno-
vation and software development is already 
synonymous in most organizations. as Jack 
Welch says: If you are not moving at the speed 
of the marketplace you're already dead – you 
just haven't stopped breathing yet. So how do 
we improve the way we prioritise to ensure 
that we're delivering value quickly and not 
wasting our precious capacity to innovate? 
Since economics is all about scarcity, we can 
turn to economics to help us quickly discover, 
nurture and speed up the delivery of value. this 
session examines how a Fortune 500 company 
used Cost of delay across a $100m portfolio 
to: 1. Improve Prioritisation – by using Cd3 
(Cost of delay divided by duration) 2. Improve 
decision-making – by making the economic 
trade-offs visible 3. Change the Focus – from 
efficiency and cost to speed and value.

michAel rAWling 
unrulY.co
 @hedshot
Michael Rawling is the Lead Prod-
uct UX at Unruly Media, a social 
media video company and part of the News Group. 
Mike’s professional experience in UX, design and 
development dates back to 1998 and since then 
has explored new ways of more effectively re-
alising the massive potential that technology 
offers and that each product starts with. he has 
consulted on, designed, engineered and led such 

pRoduct 
Design



mike hArris
elseVier
  @MBrinsleyharris
I am a software engineer with 
experience of management of 
It and software development teams using agile 
and Lean methodologies. I have worked with 
Free Software (aka Open Source Software) 
since the early nineties and, despite being a 
Mac user, continue to promote, advocate and 
employ Free/Libre and Open Source Software 
(FLOSS) where appropriate. I graduated with 
a degree in Computing for Real time Systems 
from the University of the West of england 
in 1993, and have since worked more or less 
consistently in the It industry since then. In 
1996, I co-founded Psand Limited, a company 
specialising in GNU/Linux and free software 
and bespoke content management systems. 
I have worked as a programmer, systems ad-
ministrator, development team technical lead, 
It director, and agile product owner. I am cur-
rently working as an agile/Lean coach and 
trainer with a focus on the technical as well 
requirements analysis and project manage-
ment. I founded hacktionLab and co-organise 
the bi-annual event BarnCamp. 
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Leg-
acy Code Legacy Code. I never wrote it; ev-
erybody else did! how many times have you 
waded through an ageing, decaying, tangled 
forest of code and wished it would just die? 
how many times have you heard someone say 
that what really needs to happen is a complete 
rewrite? I have heard this many times, and, 
have uttered that fatal sentence myself. But 
shouldn’t we love our legacy code? doesn’t it 
represent our investment and the hard work 
of ourselves and our predecessors? throwing it 
away is dangerous, because, before we do, we’ll 
need to work out exactly what it does, and we’ll 
need to tweeze out that critical business logic 
nestled in a deeply entangled knot of IF state-
ments. It could take us years to do, and we’ll 
have to maintain two systems whilst we do it, 
inevitably adding new features to them both. 
Yes we get to re-implement using the latest, 
coolest programming language, instead of an 
old behemoth, but how long will our new cool 
language be around, and who will maintain that 

teams and initiatives round the globe for Konami, 
Wiley Publishing, UK’s National Lottery, tesco.
com, LoveFilm and Granada/Itv-UK and toyota. 
Be The Naturalist! Or: I'm Sorry, Your Mum 
Is Not a Valid Test Participant: If you want 
understand how a Lion hunts, don't go to the 
Zoo, go to the Savannah." User Research is one 
of the cornerstones of UX but the sheer volume 
of techniques around, combined with jargon and 
'silo'd' teams often means the fundamental goal 
of uniting approaches like UX and agile always 
seems beyond reach: - to bring together (an 
understanding of) the people who use a system 
with those who actually create it.

luke szYrmer
lAunch tomorroW
 @launchtomorrow
Luke Szyrmer is the author 
of the #1 bestselling book 
“Launch tomorrow”, a major contributor to 
the Startup Realbook which collates together 
many product validation techniques, as well 
as the upcoming Overcoming Process debt, a 
book on un-wrangling complicated processes 
in larger companies. he is a Lean Startup com-
munity activist in London, and runs regular 
meetups to help founders and larger companies 
apply Lean Startup principles such as testing 
to their business. he also co-organises Lean 
Startup Machine in London. Luke’s spoken at 
Lean Startup Conference, agile on the Beach in 
2016, Google Campus, Launch22, RainMaking 
Loft as well as all over London. Professional-
ly, he is a product manager in financial tech-
nology. he enjoys the challenge of distilling 
complex technical and organisational ideas 
down to their essence, so others can benefit 
from his work.
Overcoming Process Debt — technical debt 
applies to more than just code. It applies to all 
systems, including business systems like prod-
uct delivery. after all, both can be reduced 
to inputs, processing and output. Yet if there 
is lots of coupling within a system, you get a 
drop in quality, reliability, and most importantly 
predictability of the output. Moreover, project 
deadlock can cause severe negative impacts to 
system speed. this talk goes into how to reap 
business benefits from streamlining the delivery 
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bonuS 
tracks

of software, using technical debt as a systems 
level metaphor for business processes. It will 
also suggest an architecture that is optimal for 
handling operational throughput of unknown 
size, frequency, and value (like software product 
management). Ultimately, though, this is about 
the business side of software.

JAnet bumPAs 
stArtuPbootcAmP
Janet Bumpas comes from Sili-
con valley where she was part 
of three startups: one went pub-
lic, one was acquired by eBay/PayPal, and one 
crashed and burned.  She is the Program director 
for ScaleUp Nation, a program by thNK for start-
ups who are looking to gain traction and rapidly 
grow. She also works with large companies to 
help them innovate and move faster. Previously, 
she was a Managing director with Innoleaps / 
StartupBootcamp running accelerator programs 
from large corporations. Before this she worked 
in Silicon valley at multiple startups.
Customers Lie: How to find out what customers 
really want: asking customers what features 
they want is tricky business indeed - customers 
often have hidden motivations or don't really 
understand what they want. Running low-cost 
and fast experiments in the market is a great way 
to understand what customers actually want 
instead of what they just say they want. this talk 
covers the principles of experiment design along 
with giving lots of examples of how people are 
using this in the market. Interactive with exercises 
(no computers)

JAson bootle 
PoP gun uk ltD
 @mrbootle 
Jason Bootle designs products 
and services. he believes in col-
laboration, continuous learning and committing 
time for reflection. through his company Pop 
Gun he mentors startups and business on agile 
and lean methods and how to improve their 
business through customer centric design.
Get direction! - How story mapping helps ev-
eryone: Story mapping is a technique and book 
by agile practitioner Jeff Patton. Story map-
ping is an incredibly versatile tool for designers, 
product owners, researchers, heck - anyone in 
a product or services team that needs to see 
the big picture or the small detail of what they 
are creating. In this hands-on workshop I will 
share my experiences of using story mapping 
to help unravel the complexities of appealing to 
a tax tribunal, a service I have been designing 
for the Ministry of Justice. By using story map-
ping I managed to quickly: • get an overview of 
the existing • isolate the pain points • highlight 
the opportunities for improvements • identify 
where new services and policy needed to be 
implemented • create a shared understanding 
with a growing team • create a backlog of work 
Using this and other examples, participants will 
run through several exercises to create own 
story maps and adapt them to their needs. Par-
ticipants will learn how to: • create a basic story 
map • modify story maps for different needs • 
leverage story mapping for producing product 
backlogs • design new services/products with 
story mapping this is a workshop I will running 
at Service design in Government 2017.



code, when it itself inevitably turns to legacy? 
We can throw our arms in the air, complaining 
and grumbling about how we didn’t write the 
code, how we would never have written it the 
way it is, how those that wrote it were lesser 
programmers, possibly lesser humans them-
selves, but the code still remains, staring us in 
the face and hanging around for longer that 
we could possibly imagine. We can sort it out, 
we can improve it, we can make it testable, 
and we can learn to love our legacy code.

keVin 
rutherforD & 
ADriAn moWAt
xPsurgerY.com
 @kevinrutherford
dr Kevin Rutherford is a highly experienced 
software development coach and extreme 
programmer working for the XP Surgery. he 
is the creator of the vastly under-rated Reek 
code smell detector, and the vastly over-rated 
book 'Refactoring in Ruby'. If you have ever 
used Unix System v or taken out a mortgage 
in the UK, you have unwittingly used his code. 
he now spends much of his time teaching and 
mentoring senior developers throughout the UK 
in software craftsmanship. his erdos number is 
3, and he was using vi before you were born.
Red, Green, then what? — the “refactor” step 
in tdd is deceptively simple: you just have 
to improve the code, without changing what 
it does, right? and the experts make it look 
so easy: “Look”, they say, “here's some dupli-
cation, which I will remove by <insert magic 
incantation here>”. But how should you decide 
which “duplication” to remove first? What hap-
pens if you fix the “wrong” smell? and how do 
you even see that duplication in the first place? 
In this workshop you will learn the value of 
Coupling as a practical tool to help plan and 
manage refactoring. You will explore a smelly 
codebase using Connascence – an objective 
approach to discovering and measuring the im-
portant Coupling in an application. You won't 
be writing any code, but please bring a laptop 
so that you can download the sample code and 
navigate it using your preferred Ide.

Jon JAgger 
cYber-DoJo founDAtion
 @cyber-dojo
Jon is a software consultant 
specialising in practice, process, 
test driven development and complex-adaptive 
systems thinking. he's 32 years old (hex) and 
has loved software since he was 10 (decimal). 
he built cyber- dojo.org to promote deliber-
ate practice for software developers. Jon has 
worked with accenture, aviva, Cisco, erics-
son, Friends Provident, hP, Microsoft, Opera, 
Ordnance Survey, RBS, Reuters, Renault F1, 
Schlumberger, tandberg and many many more. 
If you don’t like his work, he won’t invoice you. 
he's the co-author (with Olve Maudal) of the 
deep C/C++ slide deck (over 600,000 views) 
and has had some C# books published. he's 
also the ex-eCMa task Group 2 C# conve-
nor and ex- aCCU conference chairman. Jon 
is married to the beautiful Natalie, and proud 
father of ellie, Penny and Patrick. he loves 
coarse fishing and salmon fishing and lives in 
Somerset, england. 
Cyber-dojo - double session: *Bring a Laptop* 
You might well be reading this outline and 
thinking 'I write code every day - why should 
I go to a tutorial based on writing code?' Well, 
ask yourself: why do you write code every day? 
Your answer will be something to do with im-
plementing some feature, maybe with tests, 
or fixing some bug, mostly working alone, for 
some company, to some deadline. and that's 
fine. But this session is different. You will not 
be implementing some feature bound for pro-
duction. You will not be shipping anything. You 
will not be writing code alone. You will not be 
working to some arbitrary deadline. You will not 
be writing code just once. Instead, the day is 
based on the principles of experiential deliberate 
practice applied to software development. You 
will not be using a normal integrated develop-
ment environment (Ide). an Ide is designed for 
production. It has many features designed to 
help you go faster. We don't want to go faster. 
We want to go slower. We want to go more 
deliberately. You will be coding in cyber-dojo, a 
highly constrained, custom designed, minimal, 
'non-development' environment, designed to 
maximise learning. You will be working 100% 
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test-driven. You will mostly be pair program-
ming. You will be working in short timeboxes. 
You will experience effective code reviews. 
You will apply your chosen learning from each 
iteration in the next iteration. the session is 
hands-on and deeply immersive.

Jon smArt
bArclAYs grouP
 @jonsmart 
Jon is leading on agile ways of 
working being the default ap-
proach to how we approach change, across Bar-
clays Group, with 130,000 colleagues. Jon has 
20+ years experience of taking and leading an 
agile approach to change in Financial Services, 
starting out as a developer on the trading floor. 
Most recently Jon was leading derivatives tech-
nology which had a large regulatory book of 
work which was delivered with agile practices.
From Oil Tankers to Speedboats: a case study on 
agility at scale in a large (130,000 people), old (366 
years old), highly regulated financial services firm. 
Jon will share examples of what has worked and 
lessons learnt to save some of you from making the 
same mistakes. themes will include enterprise-wide 
agility with examples of agile outside of It.

gWen DiAgrAm 

 @gwendiagram
Gwen diagram is a Software 
tester with a specialist inter-
est in monitoring, logging and 
devOps related fun. Occasionally works as a 
Scrum Master, app Support, devOps or what-
ever else she can get her hands on.
How becoming T-Shaped can cause a Strange 
Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde: In small teams, 
it’s common for people to share roles such as 
Scrum Master / tester / dev but in a lot of cases 
there are conflicting interests. how can a tes-
ter adequately test when as a Scrum Master the 
highest priority is assisting the team to deliver? 
this is an experience report from when Gwen 
was working at a start up with a shared role of 
tester, Scrum Master and devOps and how the 
role affected her thinking when context switching 
to different roles. For example, how on more than 
one occasion, the scepticism of the tester had 
to pull the optimism of the Scrum Master back 

to reality and then how the results of the testing 
were overshadowed by the need for the team to 
deliver. the t-shaped person is often looked upon 
as an incredibly valued member of the team but 
on becoming t-shaped has the person become 
a watered down version of their primary role?



JAMES GRENNING: 
Refactoring’s three Critical 
Skills

CRAIG GIRVAN: From Once 
a Month to 15times a day - 
headforwards

10.30-11.15

11.30-12.15

11.00 — 14.00 LUNCH SERVED

13.15 

13.25-13.55

14.00-14.45

14.45 BREAK

15.15-16.00

16.15-1700

17.00-17.40

17.45-18.30

19.00 — 23.00

LYNDA GIRVAN 
& DEBRA PAUL:
agile analysis

ALLAN KELLY:
Planning for value

MYRIAM HAMED TORRES: 
Law of diminishing Marginal 
Returns - a story of team sizes.
The Agile Business Consortium

PAUL MASSEY:
estimates & Contracts

JOWANNA CONBOYE
& TOM MOORE: agile 
Contracts for an agile World

DAVE LONGMAN:
Predicting the Future
Without Planning

ANNA OBUKHOVA:
Fragile agile

MONIKA TURSKA:
Pursuing the Product/ 
Market/Organisation fit

JAMES ROUTLEDGE:
Becoming Customer Focused

ELAINE SULLIVAN:
agile vs agility

JOHN CLAPHAM:
team design for Cd

ILAN KIRSCHENBAUM:
7 dangerous things
You Should Let Your teams do

DAVE EVANS:
telling Better Stories

ANNA MIEDzIANOWSKA:
What is Good Like

RALF JEFFERY:
Building an MvP

OzLEM YUCE:
value & Urgency

KEVIN RUTHERFORD &
ADRIAN MOWAT:
Red, Green & then what?

JASON BOOTLE:
Story Mapping

MIKE HARRIS: 
Stop Worrying &
Love Legacy Code

Lightning talks

Closing Keynote double act - dan North & James Lewis

Beach Party

Software 
Delivery BuSineSS

CHRIS OLDWOOD: double 
Workshop test of Strength

PHIL NASH:
test driving Swift to the Max

RALUCA MORARIU: double 
Workshop automation, the 
Good, the Bad and the Ugly

JAN MOLAK:
testing Modern Web apps

9.00 WELCOME7.45 REGISTRATION 9.05 OPENING KEYNOTE 
WITH DIANA LARSEN

10.00 BREAK

20 second pitch from each speaker in the afternoon sessions

teamS
ProDuct 
management
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9.55 20 SECOND PITCH FROM EACH 
SPEAKER IN THE MORNING SESSION

BonuS

JASON BOOTLE:
Story Mapping continued...

KEVIN RUTHERFORD &
ADRIAN MOWAT:
Red, Green & then what? 
Continued...

BELINDA WALDOCK: 
tide driven development.
Software Cornwall
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KEVLIN HENNEY:
Get Kata

10.30-11.15

11.30-12.15

11.00 - 14.00  LUNCH SERVED

13.45 

14.00-14.45

14.45 BREAK

15.15-16.00

16.05-16.50

16.50

PHIL PARKER:
Organising for Continuous 
delivery

LYSSA FEE-CRUMP
Kraken agile Marketing

CLAIRE EASON-BASSETT:
agile decision theory

DIANA LARSEN:
LIFTOFF: Start and Sustain
Successful agile teams

KIM O’FLAHERTY & IAN 
AMES:
that’s not my agile

MIKE RAWLING:
Be the Naturalist!
double Workshop

CHRISTOPHER HUNT:
Loving Grace #1

BELINDA WALDOCK:
Retrospective Sailing

JON TERRY:
Chaos to Confidence

LUKE SzYRMER:
Overcoming Process debt

JANET BUMPAS:
Customers Lie

JON JAGGER: Cyber dojo 
continues

JONATHAN SMART:
From Oil tankers to
Speedboats

JON JAGGER:
Cyber dojo

Closing Remarks

Closing Keynote with James Lewis

PHIL WINDER:
Open Sock Shop

SALLY GOBLE:
Perfect Software: the enemy
of Rapid delivery?

STEVE SMITH:
Measuring Continuous 
delivery

10.00 BREAK

20 second pitch from each speaker in the afternoon sessions

GWEN DIAGRAM:
how becoming t-Shaped can
cause a Strange Case of dr
Jekyll and Mr hydef
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OPENING KEYNOTE WITH 
JAMES GRENNING

9.00 WELCOME 9.55 20 SECOND PITCH FROM EACH 
SPEAKER IN THE MORNING SESSION
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Software 
Delivery BuSineSS PracticeS

ProDuct 
DeSign BonuS



the agile on the beach team would 
like to thank all sponsors for 
their generosity and support.
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BUSINESS TRACK HOST: We are delighted to 
welcome agile Business Consortium as hosts 
of our business track.  Myriam and Jason will be 
helping to host the room, sessions and speakers, 
and Myriam will be hosting an agile Business 
Consortium session on thursday lunchtime. at 
the agile Business Consortium we are continuing 
to establish ourselves as the ‘go to’ people for any 
business, government organisation or charity 
interested in agile Business Change. as a not-for-
profit company, our philanthropic goal is simple 
– to help organisations become more successful 
by becoming more agile. the agile Business 
Change Framework encapsulates a light-touch, 
agile approach to business change. It takes a 
customer focused, iterative and collaborative 
approach to delivering business value way 
beyond its proven success in It right into the 
heart of business. the framework scales from 
the evolution of customer-centric products and 
services by small agile teams through projects 
(agilePM®), programmes (agilePgM®) and 
portfolios all the way up to setting and main-
taining a customer-focused agile strategy for 
the whole business. training and certification 
in agilePM, agilePgM and agileBa® is offered 
by organisations accredited by both the agile 
Business Consortium and aPMG International. 
the agile Business Consortium – Supporting 
your agile Business Change initiatives
www.agilebusiness.org

COFFEE SPONSORS: thanks to Cornwall Col-
lege Business for their sponsorship of our cof-
fee points at agile on the Beach 2017. Cornwall 
is a beautiful, dynamic county with a rich indus-
trial and cultural heritage. as a region it doesn’t 
fit a national mould,and as a college, neither do 
we. adaptive, responsive and creative; we are 
constantly evolving and developing provision 
that is right for you, your career and the future 
of Cornwall. the Cornwall College Group is 
the county’s largest education and training 
provider. We support 35,000 learners of all 
ages each year, 2,000 of whom are studying at 
university level. Our achievements are plentiful, 
and our proven track record of over 10,000 
apprentices in the past ten years makes us the 
most successful provider of apprenticeships 
in South West england. We know the world is 
changing on many fronts. the challenging local 
and global economy means you need relevant 
and industry-focused skills and qualifications 
to create the future you want. Our expertise 
is in teaching you these skills, and more, as a 
Career College for the South West.
www.cornwall.ac.uk

DigitAl AcADemY cornWAll
A new way of learning
digital academy Cornwall has developed from 
a meeting of minds and ideas, from software 
companies, creative thinkers and Cornwall’s 
leading information technology training pro-
vider. With a national shortage of digital skills, 
there is a need to challenge how we think 
about skills training and education for digital 
industries. We need to prepare the develop-
ers, technicians and dreamers of the future 
to be work ready, with high-level skills, real 
world experience through extensive industry 
support. In order to achieve this we need to 
evolve traditional concepts of learning and 
look at things differently."
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thanks to the team at headforwards for their 
website and hosting support for our hub site 
this year.  Welcoming director Craig Girvan 
who will be speaking on headforwards journey 
to continuous delivery on thursday lunchtime.
 headforwards is a software development 
company whose primary aim is to create and 
deliver custom software with our clients fo-
cusing on the business value it brings.
 Using both agile philosophy and process 
understanding, we bring together effective 
software development teams that are not only 
flexible in developing software that meets 
business requirements, they also continuously 
strive to do so in better and better ways. 
www.headforwards.com

We are pleased to welcome Nagra Media and 
their team to agile on the Beach as Share spon-
sors. Based in South Wales, we have often been 
referred to as “Wales’ best kept secret”.  as part 
of the Swiss and US-based Kudelski Group we 
work across the global digital tv Industry.  as a 
result, our visionary and trend savvy R&d teams 
are deeply immersed in creating game-changing 
solutions that balance cutting-edge technology 
and engaging user experiences. 
www.nagra.com

WATER SPONSORS: thanks to equal experts 
for their sponsorship of our water points at the 
conference and delegate gift of reusable water 
bottles. equal experts makes simple solutions 
to big business problems. We provide tailored, 
end-to-end services in software development 
and delivery – from user research and design, 
to technical architecture and development, 
all the way to Qa, continuous delivery, host-
ing and support. With offices in the UK, US, 
Portugal, India and Canada, our network of 
over 700 experienced software consultants – a 
blend of permanent employees and associates 
– has created software for a wide range of 
public and private sector clients. these include 
organisations as diverse as hMRC, the home 
Office, O2, Camelot and major institutions in 
the publishing and financial sectors. Continuing 
growth saw our total sales reaching £42 million 
in 2015/16.everyone at equal experts is com-
mitted to using technology and modern agile 
practices to deliver measurable business value. 
Our people typically have at least 10 years’ 
experience in delivering valuable, working soft-
ware, and this focus on experience sets us apart 
– it’s what allows us to develop high-quality 
software faster, and for lower cost.
www.equalexperts.com

CFt Group is a fintech start-up in the rugged 
valleys of east Cornwall. We believe that the 
future of regular payments calls for a revolu-
tionary approach. direct debit is now 50 years 
old and it's time to transform it to match the 
way we live. We're developing a solid recurring 
payments platform in Java & erlang and native 
apps to along with it. We're always looking 
for great software talent, get in touch to find 
out more.
www.cftgroup.uk
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PlYmouth uniVersitY: 
school of comPuting, electronics 
AnD mAthemAtics
thanks to Plymouth University and their school 
of computing for their continued support of 
agile on the Beach, find out more about them. 
the School of Computing, electronics and 
Mathematics has an established track record of 
teaching excellence and international research, 
alongside wider engagement with business and 
community – hence our delight at supporting 
agile on the Beach. Our expertise spans com-
puting, electronics, mathematics, robotics and 
statistics, with a wide range of programmes at 
both undergraduate and postgraduate levels 
(including professional accreditation from BCS, 
the Chartered Institute for It, and the Institu-
tion of engineering and technology).  all of our 
computing courses are geared towards equip-
ping graduates with the real–world knowledge 
and practical skills required by industry, and 
our programmes address the full spectrum of 
topics, from software design and development 
through to specialisations in areas such as secu-
rity, and networking.  Our graduates are highly 
employable, and we also offer opportunities for 
earlier engagement via placement, internship 
and work-based learning elements within the 
courses.
www.plymouth.ac.uk/schools/school-of-com-
puting-electronics-and-mathematics
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visit deeson at their meeting point at the con-
ference to find out more about these great 
sponsors of agile on the Beach 2017. We build 
transformational digital platforms, using open 
source technology such as drupal, Laravel and 
WordPress. We're on a mission to become eu-
rope's leading open source agency.
www.deeson.co.uk

Welcome to Learning Connexions as sponsors 
of this years event, meet their team on their ex-
hibition stand. Learning Connexions are high-
end Lean agile & technical training specialists, 
our business is built on the belief and passion 
of delivering high quality L&d solutions to help 
your organisation evaluate strengths, develop 
talent, train leadership and manage change.
www.learningconnexions.com

thanks to Invest in Cornwall for their contin-
ued support of the conference, meet the team 
on their stand and find out more about working 
in Cornwall. Invest in Cornwall exists to support 
innovative, technology led businesses looking 
to locate in Cornwall. We provide impartial 
advice, information and insights to help you 
fully understand the benefits that Cornwall 
has to offer. Our Inward Investment Consul-
tants will guide you through the process with 
a complementary service that is bespoke to 
your business requirements, helping to make 
your journey to Cornwall as smooth as possible.
www.investincornwall.com

Welcome to our exhibitor sponsors Launchpad, 
based here at the university, visit their stand to 
find out more about their programme. Launch-
pad is Falmouth University's award winning, 
innovative incubation and acceleration pro-
gramme, designed to place talented graduates 
in teams that incubate into investible compa-
nies. the programme offers paid opportuni-
ties to forge the growth of digital sectors in 
Cornwall, the UK and worldwide. Participants 
work on a new start-up and through business 
support, mentoring and applied boot camp 
training, leave as a director in a viable, sus-
tainable business. Launchpad won this year’s 
entrepreneurship prize at the Guardian Univer-
sity awards and two international Re-imagine 
education awards in Philadelphia last year. 
www.falmouthlaunchpad.co.uk

Welcome to exhibitors, visit their stand to find 
out more about the JetBrain team. at JetBrains, 
code is our passion. For over 15 years we have 
strived to make the strongest, most effective 
developer tools on earth. By automating rou-
tine checks and corrections, our tools speed 
up production, freeing developers to grow, 
discover and create. 
www.jetbrains.com

Welcome to blur Group joining us for the first 
time this year as sponsors of agile on the 
Beach. blur Group is an online Marketplace 
and Managed Services Platform for business 
services procurement
 blur Group  provides a simple purchasing 
solution for services procurement anywhere 
in your business.  Our niche solution helps you 
eliminate wasteful purchasing, unmanaged 
contacts and maverick spending within your 
indirect spend.  You choose how you’d like to 
use blur’s Marketplace: as a strategic procure-
ment solution or for on-call procurement when 
in-house resource is lean.
 blur’s Marketplace includes a full range of 
business services, including marketing, It, 
hR, legal and property services. You have 
immediate access to 65,000+ pre-vetted ser-
vice providers and suppliers from around the 
world where suppliers bid in real-time for your 
particular set of requirements. You define the 
requirements and then receive a shortlist of 
pitches from suppliers within 7-10 days from 
your initial request. 
 blur Group manages your risk by ensuring 
every supplier delivers to spec.  We do this by 
working alongside you throughout delivery, 
offering SOW creation, project management 
and invoice management through our Man-
aged Services.  Our proprietary aI blur Sense™ 
tracks the quality of our suppliers and their 
performance within a dynamic rating system so 
you always get the best supplier that suits your 
budget and your bespoke requirements.  With 
all of these services in one place, blur Group’s 
online Marketplace and Managed Services 
Platform becomes your single source for the 
procurement and delivery of  business services.   
www.blurgroup.com

thanks to dan Bryant for joining us again 
this year as media sponsors reporting on the 
conference for InfoQ. Software development 
News, videos & Books. InfoQ.com is a practi-
tioner-driven community news site focused on 
facilitating the spread of knowledge and inno-
vation in professional software development.
 www.infoq.com

thanks to Belinda of Being agile for her con-
tinued above and beyond support of agile on 
the Beach and the community. Supporting 
businesses to create an agile working culture 
and adopt agile practices. Being agile provide a 
range of agile training and coaching support to 
teams and orgnaisations across the UK.  Based 
in the South West.  For more information on 
training and consultancy, and to read more 
about Being agile in Business visit  
www.beingagile.co.uk



thanks to Mike Barritt and Lumira dX for their 
continued time and support of agile on the 
Beach. Lumiradx helps achieve better health 
care, social care, and financial outcomes, af-
fordably, in the here and now. Lumiradx Care 
Solutions UK Ltd (formally SCSL health) 
produce and manage INRstar, the UK market 
leader for Clinical decision Support Software 
(CdSS) for anticoagulation management and 
currently underpins over 2,700 anticoagulation 
clinics in both primary and secondary care.
Lumiradx Care Solutions is a leading developer 
of clinical decision support software. they be-
lieve in continuous improvement and dedicated 
customer support to ensure that our software 
delivers meaningful benefits to patients and 
healthcare professionals." 
www.lumiradx.com
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thanks to allan Kelly for his ongoing support 
of agile on the Beach. Specialising in helping 
companies that produce software to sell or to 
provide a business service. typically my clients 
are companies in the ISv or SaaS space but I also 
work with corporate It departments on occasion.
www.allankelly.net

huge thanks to Matt for his continued support 
with his brilliant media and graphics design 
skills for the conference. Branding, Graphic 
design, typography, art direction. 
www.matthollandsdesign.co.uk

thanks to Claire, holly and the events team 
at Mackerel Sky for their above and beyond 
support of agile on the Beach. We work on a 
vast range of events; from creative festivals 
to conferences to corporate dinners and ev-
erything in between!  We can offer a range of 
services – to help in one bit or every part of 
the event. It’s up to you.
www.mackerelskyevents.co.uk

thanks to Nick and Fiona at Radix Communica-
tions for their media communications support 
at this years event. We write copy for B2B tech 
agencies and brands. We write copy for B2B 
tech agencies and brands.
www.radix-communications.com

thanks to Mel at Pixxcell for their video media 
support of agile on the Beach. Pixxcell is a time 
travelling atlas of human curiosity (the world’s 
first, we think).  We enable anyone to build 
stories of amazing journeys, places, events 
and people across the globe. Whether you’re 
a traveller, travel blogger, photographer (or 
just have a story you want to tell) Pixxcell will 
make your story look awesome. Build beautiful 
stories of the places you’ve been and tell the 
world about them. Show off your travels, your 
lives, your family and places and things that 
interest you; from this day forward and going 
back to day dot.
www.pixxcell.com

thanks to Rachel Picken for her PR support 
of the conference this year. PR strategy, inte-
grated marketing and campaign evaluation. 
www.theagilepr.co.uk

thanks to Business Cornwall for their con-
tinued local media and press support of the 
conference.
www.businesscornwall.co.uk

www.techcityuk.com
@techCityUK

www.unlocking-potential.co.uk
@UP_Cornwall

thanks to Scrum expert for their continued 
media support. thanks to Methods and tools 
for their ongoing support of our event. Meth-
ods & tools is a free software development 
magazine on Software testing, Project Man-
agement, agile, Scrum, UML, Requirements, 
Programming (Java,.Net, Ruby, ajax), data-
bases, CMMI, Open source tools, Software 
development Jobs.
www.scrumexpert.com
www.methodsandtools.com

thanks to RoweIt for our great delegate tote 
bags this year. We are a provider of bespoke It 
solutions, business outcomes and specialists. 
With experience across a number of sectors, the 
provision of quality and cost effective solutions 
is at the heart of what we do.  Rowe It have 
always been strong advocates and practitioners 
of agile methodologies and, as a local company 
based in Cornwall and devon,  we are proud to 
be one of the sponsors of agile on the Beach.
www.roweit.co.uk

thanks to Software Cornwall for its continued 
support of agile on the Beach locally, find out 
more about our fantastic tech community here 
in Cornwall and meet the mission to Mars ro-
bots on their stand. Software Cornwall is a not 
for profit community network and the hub of 
Cornwall’s fast growing tech cluster. the Soft-
ware Cornwall team along with members and 
volunteers, work collaboratively to connect, 
promote, support and grow the tech commu-
nity. they do this through fantastic array of 
activities, from running learn to code Missions 
with Cornwall’s future software engineers to, 
helping local tech businesses to identify funding 
and business support to help grow their busi-
nesses. Meet us on our stand to find out more 
or visit www.softwarecornwall.org to find out 
more about Cornwall’s great tech community.
www.softwarecornwall.org



SHOP
the Campus shop sells a variety of 
snacks and is a short walk from the 
conference space. Please ask a mem-
ber of conference staff for directions.

useful 
information  
We ask that all attendees of agile on the Beach 
abide by our Code of Conduct, this is available 
to view our about page at 
www.agileonthebeach.co.uk

CONTACT FOR AGILE ON THE BEACH
Claire Eason-Bassett
Conference Office, Ground Floor, Performance 
Centre, Penryn Campus 
t: 07967 824493
e: claire@mackerelskyevents.co.uk

TAXI COMPANIES
abacus: 01326 212141
able Cabs: 01326 373007

beach party!
The Agile on the Beach Party – Enjoy the 
beautiful Gyllyngvase Beach on Thursday 
night where we will be throwing a party 
for all delegates, speakers and sponsors 
to enjoy. 

the beach party is a short bus ride to the 
beach, complementary shuttle buses will 
run from the main campus bus stop to Gyllyn-
gvase beach. Return buses will be available 
later in the evening.  Please see our app for 
latest information or ask one of the team.  the 
party will start at 7pm and food will be served 
from 7-9pm. 

DOWNLOAD THE APP
download our event app Bizzabo via app-
store or googleplay, search for aOtB17 
once installed.  
view and select the sessions you would 
like to attend, connect with others at the 
event, receive real time updates and view 
event information. 

BUSES
Beach Party
Leaving: 18.45, 19.00, 19.15. 19.30 From 
Campus Main Bus Stop 
Returning buses 21.30-23.00

Comfort is key…
We want you to enjoy the event and feel com-
fortable, so please do let us know if you have 
any mobility or access issues or any other spe-
cific requests.  Please speak to one of the team 
or email info@agileonthebeach.com

 
Boat Trip
18.45 from Campus Main Bus Stop to Prince 
of Wales Pier Returning bus 9.30pm Prince 
of Wales Pier

WeDnesDAY 5th JulY 
13.00 Sponsor stand set up at performance centre  (tR10 9eZ)
16.00-22.00 Register in Studio C
16.00 Check into campus accommodation from 4pm at Porters Lodge
19.00-22.00 Pre Conference Pasty and Quiz Gathering, Performance Centre

thursDAY 6th JulY
7.30-9.00 Breakfast baps served on the front lawn
7.45 desk registration open lanyards & conference pack
9.00 Opening welcome and keynote — diana Larsen
DAY 1 Morning Sessions See Full Schedule
11.00-14.00 Continuous Lunch (Speaker & sponsor photos 12.30 on front lawn)
DAY 1 Afternoon Sessions - See full schedule
17.45 Closing Keynote — dan North & James Lewis
18.15 day one close 
18.45 Onwards — Shuttle buses from main campus bus stop to/from beach  
19.00-23.00  Beach Party! Gyllyngvase Beach Falmouth
20.00 Beach Party Photo!

friDAY 7th JulY 
7.30-9.00 Breakfast on the front lawn
9.00 Keynote James Grenning
DAY 2 Morning Sessions  — See full schedule
11.00-14.00 Continuous Lunch 
DAY 2 Afternoon Sessions - See full schedule
16.05 end Note — James Lewis
17.00 Conference Close
18.45 Bus for boat trip from main campus bus stop
19.00-21.00 Retrospective boat trip from Prince of Wales Pier (ticket Required)

Find out more information on our app, 
website, or ask the team!
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